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Abstract-New experimental results are reported for the atomization of liquid droplets by a high-speed air 
stream. A series of experiments are described in which water droplets, ranging in diameter from 1000 
to 2700 p, were introduced into the test section of a shock tube and allowed to interact with the convective 
flow established by the passage of a propagating shock front. A rotating drum camera system was em- 
ployed to obtain a collection of streak photographs of the atomization process from which the breakup 
time, the breakup distance, and the ultimate atomized particle size were determined. The experiments 

covered a Weber number range given by 0.7 x IO3 $ We < 85.5 x 10s. 

NOMENCLATURE 

speed of sound in driven section ; 
speed of sound in convective flow : 
drag coefficient : 
initial droplet diameter : 
incident shock Mach number 

(= Us/a,): 
convective flow Mach number 

( = Uz/az) : 
driven section initial pressure ; 
convective flow dynamic pressure 

Reynolds number ( = p2 U2D0/p2) : 
time : 
breakup time: time to accelerate to 
0.6 U2 : 
dimensionless time = [ U,/D,] 

rP2IPP~: 
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dimensionless breakup time 

= W2l4-J bZ/PIl ‘tb : 

incident shock velocity : 
convective flow velocity : 
Weber number = p2U:D&; 
displacement : 
dimensionless displacement = x/D, : 
convective flow viscosity coefficient : 
convective flow density: 
droplet density : 
droplet surface tension : 
time when droplet velocity = O-95 U2 : 
dimensionless time = [ U,/D,] 

[Pz/P,l *r : 
displacement when droplet velocity 
= 0.95 u2 : 
dimensionless displacement = x/D,. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

THE ATOMIZATION of liquids by a gaseous stream 
is a phenomenon having fundamental physical 
importance in a variety of engineering problem 
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areas. The applications of atomization are too 
numerable to mention here, but in general, they 
include all those situations in which it is highly 
desirable to convert, as rapidly as possible, the 
cohesive mass of a liquid droplet into a finely 
dispersed micromist composed of extremely 
small particles. Since the gas stream must per- 
form a considerable amount of work on the 
droplets in order to break them up into small 
fragments, the atomization process can be 
regarded as a form of energy sink. It is this 
latter aspect of the atomization phenomenon 
which lends itself, for example, to the attentua- 
tion of blast waves propagating in a droplet 
laden atmosphere. 

The fate of a droplet following its introduction 
into a convective gas stream is principally 
determined by the relative magnitudes of the 
forces tending to hold it together and those 
attempting to tear it apart [ 1,2]. If these forces 
are approximately equal to one another, then 
the drop will enjoy a state of equilibrium in 
which it will simply be accelerated intact up to 
the velocity of the convective flow. However, if 
the external disruptive forces exceed the internal 
restraining ones, then the droplet will no longer 
be in a state of equilibrium. Under these condi- 
tions, it will be broken up while simultaneously 
being accelerated by the gas stream. The dis- 
ruptive forces are aerodynamic in origin and 
proportional to the dynamic pressure 
q cc p,U,’ while the internal forces of restraint 
are, in the main, proportional to the surface 
tension pressure P, oc o/D. A ratio of the dy- 
namic pressure force to the surface tension 
pressure force, i.e. We = p,Ug2D/~, is called the 
Weber number and its critical value, Wecri,, 
denotes the magnitude of this ratio at which 
the droplet will become unstable and breakup. 
According to a theory advanced by Hinze [3], 
Wecrit = 10 for droplets of small viscosity, such 
as water, while for liquids of much larger 
viscosity. the theory predicts a value of 
Wecri, 2: 23. 

Several experimental investigations [4-81 
have been conducted to determine the critical 

Weber number and the breakup mechanism for 
a variety of liquid droplets of different diameter, 
density, viscosity, and surface tension. For 
droplets having initial diameters in the range of 
100 u < D < 1000 u, these empirical studies 
indicate that 5 5 Wecri, 5 25: results which 
agree amazingly well with the predictions based 
on Hinze’s theory. As one might intuitively 
expect, the largest experimentally obtained 
critical value of the Weber number corresponds 
to the shattering of the smallest liquid droplets 
having the highest viscosity. Furthermore. the 
photographs taken during the course of these 
experiments reveal that there are at least two 
fundamental modes of disintegration depending 
on the magnitude of the Weber number. When 
the Weber number is on the order of Wecrit the 
droplets are observed to be flattened-out into 
lenticular shapes and then inflated, in the 
downstream direction, into a balloon or bag- 
like structure which ultimately becomes un- 
stable and collapses into a shower of smaller 
droplets. This is the so-called bag mode of 
atomization which has been carefully docu- 
mented by Lane [5] and Hanson [6]. However, 
when the Weber number is approximately an 
order of magnitude larger than Wecri,, the 
mechanism of disintegration is observed to be 
drastically different. Under these conditions the 
droplets are atomized by what appears to be a 
surface stripping or shearing process. Photo- 
graphs [5,8] of this mode of breakup show that 
the droplet surface is rapidly eroded and swept 
downstream to form an extended wake of very 
tiny particles behind the drop. For intermediate 
Weber numbers, that is for the transition region 
defined by Wecrit 5 We 5 (10) Wecri,, the disin- 
tegration process exhibits features [9] charac- 
terizing both of these modes. 

While the earlier work concentrated on rela- 
tively low Weber number breakup, current 
attention is being directed toward an examina- 
tion of the factors affecting the atomization 

process at extremely high Weber numbers: 
that is when We 9 Wecrit. This particular focus 
of interest is understandable when one considers 
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the fact that the phenomenon has an important 
influence on the flight and integrity of a vehicle 
moving at supersonic speeds through a droplet- 
laden atmosphere, and on the design of various 
high performance chemical propulsion systems 
currently under study. Thus, the purpose of this 
study was to examine in depth the atomization 
process as it occurs under such conditions and 
to determine, in so far as possible, the displace- 
ment, the breakup time, and the ultimate size 
of the tiny atomized liquid particles. 

The data presented here represent an extension 
of the earlier studies undertaken by the authors 
and reported in [ 111. These new experimental 
results were secured through modifications to 
the shock tube facility which made possible the 
exploration of a wider range of test variables. 
Thus, in the following sections, these new data 
are presented, analyzed, and compared with 
other relevant atomization investigations. 

II. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION 

Experimental~?zcility 
The droplet atomization experiments were 

conducted in a pressure driven shock tube 

In the initial study, an image converter 
camera was the primary photo-instrumentation 
employed to capture a pictorial record of the 
atomization process. An assortment of the 
individual time-resolved shadow photographs 
taken with this camera are shown in [lo] and 
[ 111. The primary source of data in this study, 

facility which was especially designed for this 
purpose. A detailed description of the experi- 
mental apparatus is contained in [lo]. All of 
the testing was confined to the convective flow 

region between the incident shock front and the 
interface separating the driver from the driven 
gas. The driven section of the tube was pressure 
sealed so that the initial air pressure in it could 
be pre-set and controlled through the use of a 
vacuum system and a bleed valve arrangement. 

Water droplets of various sizes were created 
for the experiments by using a vibrating capillary 
technique. A full account of droplet production 
through the application of this method is con- 
tained in [lo] and in a paper by Dabora [ 151. 
Once generated, a steady stream of droplets 
was allowed to fall vertically through the 
windowed test section and into a collection 
container fastened to the bottom of the shock 
tube. 

~ Rotating drum camera 

Sectm A-A 

FIG. 1. Rotating drum camera arrangement. 
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however, was the collection of streak photo- 
graphs obtained by using a rotating drum 
camera arrangement shown in Fig. 1. As indi- 
cated in the diagram, the streak photographs 
of a single disintegrating droplet were taken by 
placing a narrow horizontal slit in the colli- 
mated light path. The time to free-fall a distance 
equivalent to the slit width was, in most cases, 
considerably longer than the breakup time and, 
therefore, if a drop was in the slit when the 
shock arrived in the test section, it did not pass 
from view before being completely shattered. 
The main advantage of this photographic 
technique over those previously employed in 
other studies is that the entire atomization 
process can be recorded on a single film strip, 

Experimental results and discussion 
A series of experiments were conducted on 

both large and small water droplets by sub- 
jecting them to a variety of convective flow con- 
ditions produced in the shock tube. The droplet 
diameter, the convective flow velocity, and the 
convective flow density were systematically 
varied to obtain results which covered a wide 
range of aerodynamic conditions. These results 
are for an incident shock Mach number range 
of 1.5 < MS < 5.7 in air, where the initial 
temperature was held constant and equal to 
Tl = 74”F, and where the initial pressures were 
regulated between 15 d P, d 14.7 psia. Drop- 
let sizes studied were in the range 
1000 p < D < 2700 p. The corresponding con- 
vective flow Mach number, Reynolds number, 
Weber, number, and dynamic pressure range 
were respectively, 

06<MZ<l.7, 1.35x 104<Re,<41.3x 104, 

0.7 x lo3 < We2 < 85.5 x 103, 

and 10 < q2 < 325 psia. 
A vivid portrayal of droplet disintegration, 

under the conditions of high Weber number 
(i.e. We g We& is given by the shadowgraph 
picture presented in Fig. 2. This is an enlarge- 
ment bf a Polaroid photograph obtained with the 
image converter camera showing the atomiza- 

tion of a 2700 u water droplet in the convective 
flow produced by a Mach 3.5 incident shock 
wave in air where the initial pressure was equal 
to P, = 1 atm. The photograph was taken only 
14 us after the incident shock made its contact 
with the forward stagnation point of the un- 
disturbed drop. Under these circumstances, the 
flow relative to the drop is initially supersonic 
with a Mach number equal to M2 = 1.5, a 
convective flow velocity of UZ = 3070 ft,/s, and 
a dynamic pressure q2 = 325 psia. The Weber 
number is equal to We = 85.5 x 103. 

As the incident shock passes the drop, it is 
suddenly and impulsively exposed to the high 
speed convective flow field set in motion by the 
propagating wave. Since the convective flow is 
supersonic in this instance, a stand-off bow 
shock is formed ahead of the droplet. This shock 
wave is visible in the photograph along with a 
vertical fiducial marker which was placed on the 
test section window to aid in the reduction of the 
displacement data. Immediately preceeding its 
subjection to the convective flow, however, the 
drop experiences a collision with the moving 
shock front. But the conclusion reached in 
several investigations [6, 111 is that the impact 
it receives from the collision is an insignificant 
element in producing the observed atomization. 
Rather, it is the aerodynamic pressure and 
viscous forces, acting respectively, in directions 
normal and tangential to the droplet surface, 
that are responsible for flattening-out the drop- 
let against the flow and for stripping-away its 
surface to form the dense wake of micromist 
which is seen in the photograph. Thus, since the 
shock front interaction with the droplet is. by 
itself, inconsequential, the physical phenomena 
and the experimental results described here are 
considered to be equally valid for situations 
wherein the gas flow velocity relative to the 
droplet has been established by some means 
other than a propagating shock wave. 

After being stimulated by photographs such 
as the one shown in Fig. 2, G. I. Taylor [ 161 and 
the authors [ll] developed analytical models 
for the high Weber number disintegration by 



FIG. 2. Atomization of 2700 p water droplet. 
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FIG. 3. Atomization of 1400 TV water droplet. 
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assuming that a droplet is atomized through a 
boundary-layer stripping mechanism. Through 
the use of these semi-empirical models it is 
possible to make approximate calculations of 
the atomization rate, the breakup time, and the 
distance a droplet is translated by the flow 
while simultaneously being disintegrated. How- 
ever, while the appearance of the photographs, 
such as the one in Fig. 2, indicates that the initial 
portion of the atomization process results from 
a boundary-layer stripping mechanism, photo- 
graphs showing the latter stages of the breakup 
[lo, 141 are sufficiently complex enough to 
suggest that several breakup mechanisms may 
be at work simultaneously during this phase 
of the fragmentation. 

While the image converter pictures provided 
valuable information regarding the droplet 
deformation history and the atomization mech- 
anism, the task of gathering the data by taking 
photographs one at a time was rather tedious. 
Therefore, the rotating drum camera was used 
to make a series of photographs giving a con- 
tinuous writing of the displacement and the 
breakup as a function of time. A typical example 
of the streak photographs obtained in this 
manner is shown in Fig. 3 where, as indicated 
on the figure, the abscissa and the ordinate are, 
respectively, the displacement and time axes. 
This photograph captures the disintegration of 
a 1400 l.t water droplet following its interaction 
with the convective flow established by a Mach 
3.3 incident shock wave where the initial test 
section pressure was set at P, = 1 atm. Since, 
under these conditions, the convective flow is 
initially supersonic relative to the drop, one 
notes the presence of a stand-off bow shock and 
several shocks off the wake region. As the drop 
is accelerated, however, the Mach number of the 
flow relative to it decreases and the detached 
shock stand-off distance is observed to increase 
until the sonic condition is reached and the 
bow shock disappears. 

The streak photographs which were collected 
for both subsonic and supersonic flow conditions 
all clearly demonstrated the continuous nature 

of the shattering process. Each photograph 
revealed, as does Fig. 3, that the displacement, 
traced out from the motion of the shadow cast 
by the forward stagnation point, is a smooth, 
continuously varying function of time. In other 
words, no abrupt changes in the local shape of 
the displacement traces are discernible. On the 
basis of these observations, then, it seems 
reasonable to conclude that both the droplet 
mass and frontal area are also smooth functions 
of time, because if they were otherwise, one 
would expect to observe discontinuities in the 
shape of the displacement curve. The results of 
these experiments, therefore, do not completely 
confirm those of Nicholson [ 121 who reported a 
discontinuity in his displacement data which was 
interpreted as a sudden increase in droplet 
acceleration resulting from an instantaneous 
change in mass attributable to the breakup. 

6oo- 
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Distance, In 

FIG. 4. Atomization of 1100 p droplet when M, = 2.5. 

A tracing of a streak photograph is presented 
in Fig. 4 to show the displacement (x) and time(t) 
scales, and to identify the particle path, the drop 
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trajectory, and the point (x, r) at which the local 
slope of the displacement curve is equal to 95 per 
cent of the convective flow velocity, U2, behind 
the shock front. It is of interest to note that the 
material which is initially removed from the 
drop surface is accelerated almost instantane- 
ously to the particle velocity behind the wave 
front, thus giving irrefutable evidence of the 
small size of these particles. For example, 
assuming that the tiny particles are spherical 
with C, N 1-3, then their size, calculated [lo] 
using data from Fig. 3, is found to be approxi- 
mately 10-2 u dia., respectively. The general 
consensus [5, 8, lo] on this point is that the 
higher the initial relative velocity between the 
gas stream and the droplet surface the smaller 
will be the liquid particles into which a droplet 
is ultimately atomized. 

Some typical displacement results obtained 
from the streak photographs are shown in Fig. 5. 
The points at which the local slopes of the dis- 
placement curves are equal to D95 U2 are 

j, 

0 2 3 4 

FIG. 5. Displacement data from streak photographs. 

designated as (x, z). The initial driven section 
pressure for all of the data in Fig. 5 was P, - 
1 atm. For additional results at lower initial 
pressures, the reader is referred to [lo] and [ 131. 
If these data are replotted in terms of the dimen- 
sionless coordinates [ 10, 111 (X, T), then we 
obtain the results shown in Fig. 6. One observes 
that the data collapse into a system of similarity 

IO62 24 

2 094 51 

3 123 IO 8 

FIG. 6. Dimensionless displacement. 

curves which appear to have some parametric 
dependence on the convective flow Mach num- 
ber. An adequate physical explanation for the 
effect of the Mach number on the displacement 
is complicated by the complex nature of the 
shattering phenomenon. Not only is the drop 
shape changing rapidly with time, thus altering 
the external pressure field around it [ 171, but 
the surface is being simultaneously stripped 
away which consequently reduces its mass. The 
coupled effects, therefore, of a changing drag and 
a diminishing mass are manifest in the non- 
dimensional displacement history, and any 
hope of being able to separate the two, for the 
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purpose of giving a satisfactory rational ex- 
planation for the Mach number effect, seems very 
slight indeed. The results of Reinecke and 
McKay [14] are also shown in Fig. 6 where it 
can be seen that the agreement is good when the 
Reynolds number is approximately 5 x 104. 

A comparison of the streak and image con- 
verter data leads to an important conclusion 
regarding the definition ofa quantitative breakup 
criterion. For example, one observes in Fig. 7 
that the local slope of the streak curves, in the ” 

By adapting and applying this quantitative 
criterion to the streak data, the corresponding 
dimensionless breakup time (T,) and distances 
(X,) can be calculated and compared with those 
found from the image converter data. The two 
dimensionless breakup times are plotted in 
Fig. 8, as a function of the convective flow 

E 
F 60 

(x, 0) Image converter data 
(-) Streak data 
(0) Local slope ‘I 06 U, 

(0) Image ccwerter data 
+ 

(0) Streak data,t, -0.6U, 

13500s /?a c 413000 
695 5 We 565500 

I 2 

Convective Mach number, M, 

FIG. 8. Comparison of dimensionless breakup times. 

Mach number, for a variety of aerodynamic 
conditions. The indication is that the two sets of 
data agree quite well with one another both in 
magnitude and in distribution with M,. The 
conclusion to be drawn from Fig. 8 is that the 
dimensionless breakup time is relatively con- 
stant, Th N 5, over a wide range of dron size 

I 
0 

1 I 1 
2 4 6 

Distance, I” 

FIG. 7. Comparison of streak and image converter data. 

neighborhood of tb, is approximately equal to s - 
g 0 4 l 8.. 

0. 
060 UZ. The breakup time, tb, was determined 
from an assessment [lo, 111 of the image con- 

z i 
; 20- 

verter photographs. In other words, by the a 
time the droplets have been accelerated to $ _ 

E 
(0) image converter data 

achieve a speed approximately equal to 60 per g (0) Streak doto 
cent of the convective flow velocity, they are i5 

completely disintegrated. The observation of 
10 - 

this fact leads one to consider the possibility of 
I I 

0 I 2 

defining a quantitative breakup criterion based Convectwe Mach number, M2 

on the local slope approximation. FIG. 9. Dimensionless breakup distance. 

B 
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aerodynamic conditions. However, there is 
some indication to suggest that its value should 
be slightly lower when R/l* < 1 and a bit higher 
when M,,> 1. Again, the results from [14] are 
shown for comparison with those of the present 
study. Some of the disparity at the higher con- 
vective Mach numbers is attributable to the 
different definition of breakup time used in the 
two studies. 

The corresponding dimensionless distances 
are plotted vs. M, in Fig. 9 where one notes 
from the variation that X, is approximately a 
constant except at the subsonic end of the distri- 
bution where it falls off somewhat from the 
mean value of 8, rr 25. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Under the conditions of high Weber number 
the atomization of a liquid drop in a convective 
gas stream begins almost instantaneously follow- 
ing its exposure to the flow. Calculations made 
of the size of the tiny particles into which a 
droplet is atomized indicate that they are on 
the order of l-10 u dia. A comparison of the 
data collected in the present study with that 
obtained previously reveals that the droplets are 
completely atomized by the time they have been 
accelerated up to a velocity equal to 60 per cent 
of the convective flow speed. The time required 
for a droplet to become completely atomized 
is given by tb N 5[Do/U,] [pJpJ* and the 
distance it is translated by the flow in the course 
of being shattered is x z 25 Do. 
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ATOMISATION DE GOUTTES LIQUIDES DANS UN COURANT CONVECTIF GAZEUX 

Resume-Des nouveaux resultats exptrimentaux sont preset& pour I’atomisation de gouttes liquides 
par un courant d’air a grande vitesse. On dtcrit une serie d’exptriences dans laquelle on introduit des 
gouttes d’eau,de diametre variant de 1000 512700 p. dans la section test d’un tube de choc et on assure leur 
interaction avec l’boulement convectif etabli par le passage dune onde de choc. Un systeme de camera 
a tambour est employ& atin d’obtenir un ensemble de photographic du processus ~atomi~tion a partir 
duqud ont Ct& dttermin6.s le temps de rupture, la distance de rupture, et la tailie &time de la particule 
atomide. Les experiences couvrent un domaine du nombre de Weber tel que 0,7 . lo3 G We < 85,s 103. 
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ATOMISIERUNG VON FLUSSIGKEITSTRiiPFCHEN IN EINEM KONVEKTIVEN 
GASSTROM 

Zusammenfassung-Es werden neue experimentelle Ergebnisse angegeben fur die Atomisierung von 
~.ilissigkcll\~ruprchzii in cinem Luftstrom mit hoher Geschwindigkeit. Ein Reihe von Versuchen wird 
beschriebcn. bei denen Wassertropfchen mit 1000 bis 2700 pm in den Testabschnitt eines Strossrohres einge- 
fiihrt und zur Wechsclwirkung mit einer Konvektionsstromung gebracht werden. Dies wird mit einer 
Stosswelle erreicht. Eine rotierende Trommelkamera wurde entwickelt, urn eine Reihe von Blitzaufnahmen 
des Atomisierungsprozesses zu erhalten. Daraus werden Zeit und Weg bestimmt, die ein Tropfchen zu 
seiner Auflosung benotigt, ebenso die Stelle, an der das letzte Triipfchen atomisiert wurde. Die Experimente 

tiberdeckten einen Bereich der Weber-Zahl von 0,7.103 bis 85,5,103. 

I’ACIIbIJIEHHE HAHEJIEK ~HJ(HOCTIl B KOHBEKTMBHOM PA30BOM 
IIOTOHE 

AHEOTaqlis-~pItll(l.rHTCH HOBbIe EIKCnepMMeHTaJIbHbIe &aHHbIe n0 paCnbIJleHHI0 KaneJIeK 

iIslIfiKOCT&I ISbICOIFOCKO~)O('TIII,IM BOBAyIIIHbIM nOTOKOM. OIIW%IBaeTCH UeJIbIir pHA 3KCnepM- 

VPIITOB, KOrxa IS IUikq!_K) <IaCT yAapHOti Tpy6bI BBOARTCR KaneJIbKM HCllAKOCTll AHaMeTpOM 

01‘ 1000 A0 2700 I*, KOTOf'bIe B3aLiMOAetiCTByKJT C KOHBeKTABHbIM nOTOKOM, CO3J.(aI0II(PiMCFI 

ll,,,, rtpoxoiti.~~~ttnit c]iI~ottTa pacnpocTpawmometicff yaaprtol BOJIH~I. J@R nonyseHw 

II IO~~I~I,IS cl,o~ol~p;~~~Wi Ilpoqecra pacnbmewIuI, no monopoly onpenenfurocb npeMR ficrcnep- 

l'i1~1"llaII"", p:lCCT""illle, Ha KVTOpOM npORCXOAMT npO6neHMe II MaKCkIMaJIbHbIti pa3Mep 

~'~lCllbIJIHIOI~llXC~ 'IiICTIIL(, llCIIOJIb30BaJIaCb CPICTeMa C 6apa6aHHbIM @OTOannapaTOM. 

:LWxeprr~IclITI~I tlpono~Il.wwb n AHananoHe wcen BeFepa O,‘7 x103 < We < 85,s ~10~. 


